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Vision of Institute:-

“To be a University which nurtures the students with competencies to become confident about their careers and contribute to the society”.

Mission of Institute:-

To build capabilities of faculty for facilitating course with innovative pedagogy.

To enrich the programs with relevant and updated curriculum.

To progress by adopting the best practices to the workspace needs as per emerging trends.

To provide industry interface for faculty and students to work on projects with end goal of real time knowledge.
Vision of Department:-

“To achieve academic excellence in Electronics and Communication Engineering education and to train students in contemporary core technologies by developing them into skillful engineers inspired with human values and social needs”.

Mission of Department:-

Facilitating the students with innovative pedagogy and quality infrastructure to acquire knowledge and skill in Electronics and Communication Engineering.

Training students in doing projects, meeting latest technologies.

Nurturing students for understanding and serving society with a concern for environment
Program Educational Objectives (PEOs)

**PEO1:** Our graduates will be competent enough to work in team for IT as well as for core electronic industry globally

**PEO2:** Graduates will be leading a successful career in the research and development

**PEO3:** Our graduates will be addressing societal needs through multidisciplinary engineering projects approach
The Seventh International Conference on Transformations in Engineering Education (ICTIEE’ 2020) will CONNECT engineering educators from all over India with leaders from across the world as well as from industry. ICTIEE 2020 International Conference on Transformations in Engineering Education HITAM students once again exhibited their talent at an international conference. Our students showed extraordinary skills and excellence in “Seventh International Conference on Transformation in Engineering Education” held at Anurag college of engineering, Ghatkesar.
The purpose of the accreditation by NBA is to promote and recognize excellence in technical education in colleges and universities - at both the undergraduate and post graduate levels. Institutions, students, employers, and the public at large all benefit from the external verification of quality provided through the NBA accreditation process. They also benefit from the process of continuous quality improvement that is encouraged by the NBA's developmental approach to promote excellence in technical education.
Was there any specific plan to accomplish this goal?
- Nothing specific I was lagging behind in academic and had four backlogs in first year.
- SSDC is the biggest initiative for me at HITAM. I randomly attended the interview selection of SSDC. I was selected. Prof. Vinod Kumar Ahuja has been guiding me in learning and keeping myself updated. I got support from the professor, without me asking for it. He is the one who could sense my need and filled confident in whenever I was low. I never had backlogs joint SSDC I was, spending lot of time in SSDC and gained positive energy.

How did you manage time? Most of the time must have gone in travelling?
- I involve myself in reading for EEE magazines, watching technological interventions related to agriculture which are successful abroad and not implemented in India yet. I have also spend my time in supporting projects related to the technology in SSDC.
- What are the most damaging pastime hobbies in Hyderabad according to you and how did you overcome?
  - What is the most damaging pastime hobby if not used properly, SSDC was and will be the answer for me to overcome it.
- Many students are struggling with backlogs, attendance and lack of focus. What was your weapon to win over them?
- There are several initiatives at HITAM in addition to the regular academic we have SSDC, SSG, EPICS, UBA, EWBI, GCSB, Polio, Toastmaster affinity club and many more. The best way to engage meaningful is to choose one of the initiative. Participate in any of these activities brings discipline and commitment from the Student.

What will you be?
Currently I am working as intern in one of the reputed company and they are ready to take me as a regular employee once I complete my BTech.

What are some specific future plans on your career?
I am planning to go for higher education abroad.
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Many faculty from the ECE Department have completed their course era certifications during the pandemic.